A CUT ABOVE THE REST

THE SAILRITE ULTRAFEED SEWING MACHINE:
®

®

THE ONLY MACHINE
YOU’LL EVER NEED

What Is an Ultrafeed?

For technical specifications
regarding the Ultrafeed, click
or scan the QR code below.

The quick answer? A powerful and portable heavy-duty sewing machine. We named it the
UltraFEED due to its best-in-class fabric feeding capabilities. This means the machine
handles thick assemblies without breaking a sweat. The Ultrafeed is perfect for beginners
and detail-minded pros. The body and internal components are all made of robust, highquality metal, so the Ultrafeed is the last machine you’ll ever need.
The Ultrafeed is available in two models: the red LS-1, our straight-stitch machine, and the
blue LSZ-1 — the first of its kind to offer zigzag and straight stitch capabilities in a portable
walking foot sewing machine.
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What’s So Special About the Ultrafeed?
The Ultrafeed features proprietary technology and other qualities you won’t find
on any other machine on the market.
• Speed Reduction Technology: The Ultrafeed delivers unrivaled power and
maximum torque for stitch-by-stitch control to power through the toughest
assemblies.
• Posi-Pin® Safety Shear: If you sew over something you shouldn’t, the pin will
break to protect your machine’s internal parts (patent #7438009).
• EZ Set™ Stitch Length Plate: Easy stitch length adjustments for precise,
consistent stitching.
• Industrial Carrying Case: Protect your investment when on the go.
• Thread Size Range: Compatible with home and heavy-duty, industrial
thread weights.
• Legacy: For over 20 years, the Ultrafeed has been assembled, tuned and
tested in our Indiana facility by trained Sailrite technicians.

What Can It Sew?
In short, almost anything. The Ultrafeed powers through the heaviest materials
and thickest assemblies you can fit under the presser foot. It can sew up to 10
layers of thick material with ease. Check out what it can sew:

Heavy Canvas

Upholstery Fabric

How Is the Ultrafeed Different From
My Home Machine?

Soft to Medium
Leather

Power is the name of the game. Where home machines lack power and
control when sewing through multiple layers, the Ultrafeed delivers —
every single time. The robust, all-metal internal components won’t wear
and break down like plastic parts in home machines, which means less
time fixing and troubleshooting your machine and more time sewing.

What Is a Walking Foot?
Vinyl Fabric

Denim

Clear Vinyl
Window Material

Sailcloth

Lightweight Home/
Hobby Fabrics

And So Much More

The unique movement of a walking foot raises higher than other feeding
mechanisms, which allows it to climb up multiple
layers of fabric with ease. This is a crucial
feature when sewing projects that abruptly jump
thickness, such as when sewing webbing, bag
handles, foam backing, quilt layers and more.
Click or scan the QR code to see how the
walking foot compares to other feeding
systems.

Sailrite is a family-owned and -operated company with over 50 years in the DIY industry. Your Ultrafeed makes you part of that family.
When you buy an Ultrafeed, you get more than just a machine. You also get Sailrite’s unparalleled customer support, constantly expanding how-to
guides and instructional videos, and the products and tools to get the job done.
The best portable, heavy-duty sewing machine on the market is backed by a company that knows what it’s doing. We’re always upgrading and
improving our machines to make them work for you. The Ultrafeed comes with a five-year limited warranty and personalized, one-on-one support
for the lifetime of your machine.
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